
■Accessories

3.0 inch LCD touch 
panel (tilt type)

Zoom button
（＋/－）

[MODE] button

Playback button

DC IN / micro USB / 
micro HDMI jacks

Lens cap

Lens removal tool

Lithium-ion battery

DERMOCAMERA DZ-D100

AC adapter for camera charging

■Main specifications ■Options

DAS-100M
Small-diameter & 3D adapter set

DCS-100M
Lithium-ion battery charger set

DMS-100M
Microscope adapter

AD-M50300A
AC adapter for DZ-D100

DNP-100M
Lithium-ion battery

●The liquid crystal panel of the monitor screen uses high-precision technology that provides a pixel yield in excess of 
99.99%. This means that only a very tiny number of pixels may not light or may remain lit at all times. This is due to the 
characteristics of the liquid crystal panel, and does not indicate malfunction.  ●Walk-in repair service not available.  ●
Operation check data storage: 16GB SDHC memory card (SanDisk) ●The SD logo is a trademark of SD-3C, LLC. ●Windows 
10 is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the US and other countries. ●HDMI is a trademark or 
registered trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC. ●Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance. ●All other company and 
product names are registered trademarks or trademarks of the respective companies. ●All specifications, prices, and 
designs mentioned herein are subject to change without notice. Colors as shown here may differ from the color of the 
actual product. ●All screens are computer-generated images. ●All photos, including sample images, are provided for 
illustration purposes only.  ●The information in this catalog is current as of November 2019.

■Component names

Based on the concept of “using photography to get at the truth,” D’z IMAGE provides services and hardware that make use of 
advanced digital imaging technologies. By enabling more accurate and efficient diagnosis and treatment, Casio facilitates earlier 
detection of disease and supports the work of doctors in clinical settings.
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Number of Shots
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DZ-D100

5184×3888　Approx. 20.16 megapixels

1/2.3-inch CMOS (back-illuminated type)

5352×3950　Approx. 21.14 megapixels

JPEG (Exif Ver 2.3), DCF2.0 compliant, DPOF non-compliant

Recorded pixels: 5184×3888

MOV format, H264/AVC-compliant, IMA-ADPCM audio (monaural)
Recorded pixels: 1600×1200 (UXGA), 30 fps

SD Memory Card, SDHC Memory Card, SDXC Memory Card

Approx. 1,860 shots

Max. 1.4GB per video (10-min. video)

Approx. 1 hr. 50 mins.

9 elements in 6 groups

F3.33

f=7.67

53.5mm (single-focus lens with filter switching unit)

Digital zoom 8×
Zoom resolution: 0.1×

NORMAL mode: Auto
Close-up (DERMO) photography: Fixed

Wi-Fi / micro USB cable / SD memory card

Compliant standard: IEEE 802.11b/g/n, range of frequencies used: 
1‒13 ch, encryption method: WPA2

3.0 TFT color LCD, 720×480 pixels, 1,036,800 dots (RGB)
Capacitance touch panel

Lithium-ion battery (DNP-100M) × 1

Approx. 175 shots

Approx. 45 mins. (during continuous shooting)

127.5 (W) × 76.0 (H) × 86.1 (D) mm

Approx. 395g (incl. battery & memory card), 
approx. 350g (w/o battery & memory card)

Lithium-ion battery (DNP-100M), 
AC adapter for camera charging (AD-M50300A), lens cap, 

lens removal tool, Quick Start Guide, and enclosed documents

Dermatology camera

DERMOCAMERA
EV button
 (exposure 
compensation) 

Shutter button

LED light
Lens

Speaker Battery/Memory card slot
Tripod/Microscope adapter
 mount

Image File 
Formats

Recording 
Capacity

ISO Sensitivity 
(Standard Output Sensitivity)
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HDMI jack

The camera can be connected via HDMI cable to a 
large monitor or projection screen for viewing of 
images, either in real time or afterward. This is useful 
for providing explanations to patients or making 
presentations at conferences.

This digital dermatology camera was designed to meet the needs expressed by 
front-line clinical practitioners. Casio has packed its proprietary photographic and 
image processing technologies into a single camera to create functions that are 
useful for dermal observations. This easy-to-operate diagnostic tool provides strong 
support to medical professionals.

This camera provides many different functions to enable efficient diagnosis and treatment.

Dermal observations — quick, easy, detailed

The LCD monitor can be tilted to different angles for 
easy visibility under all conditions.

Images are clear all the 
way to the edges, making 
it possible to accurately 
see the shape of the 
affected area; and their 
high-resolution captures 
microstructures in the 
affected area with fine 
precision.

Sample of a polarized photo. Ring light for ordinary shots

1 2

Ordinary & close-up photography

Polarized, non-polarized, and UV modes

Both ordinary and close-up shots can be taken without switching lenses. The user can quickly photograph the entire 
lesion and then zoom in for close-up shots of the affected area.

A single click of the shutter can yield polarized, non-polarized, and UV photos. No switching of filters is required, 
which saves time.

This function superimposes a scale over a close-up 
image, immediately showing the size of the affected 
area. Touch the scale to rotate it in the direction to be 
measured.

Scale display

Special lens

Measurements

Low distortion

Tilt LCD monitorEasy to view

When taking an ordinary 
photo, uniform illumination 
from the ring light outside 
the lens enables faithful 
reproduction of color tones. 
In close-up mode, 
illumination from inside the 
lens yields a stable and 
clear image quality.

LED lightsBright and clear 

HDMI connectorExternal monitor

Dual purpose

Single shutter

This mode blocks light emission from the 
surface of the skin, making it easier to 
observe pigment distribution beneath the 
skin’s surface.

* UV photos snapped at 405nm wavelength.    * UV mode set with a simple ON/OFF switch.

* Ordinary and close-up videos can also be taken.

Ordinary shot Close-up shot

Polarized mode

This mode is good for observing the 
condition of the skin’s surface.

Non-polarized mode

With UV photos, the edges of blemishes 
 and spots are revealed in sharp definition. 

UV mode

180°

Wide array of functions support efficient diagnosis and treatment
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The camera’s convenient options make it even simpler to do dermal observations.

DERMOCAMERA is now even easier to use

Small size and light weight make the 
camera easy to hold and operate.

Achieving convenience 
and ease of operation

Designed with the comments of doctors in mind

The grip features an easy-to-hold shape, and the round shape of the 
camera is soothing to jittery patients, while the white color and 
compact body create a clean appearance. These design features put 
high priority on the type of usability requested by doctors.

Easy to operate

Frequently used operations are assigned to easily located 
buttons. With a single touch of a button, the user can switch 
between close-up mode, microscope mode, and other 
modes that make for convenient dermal observations.

Actual 
size

Small-diameter & 3D adapter set    DAS-100M

Microscope adapter    DAS-100M

■Small-diameter adapter
When photographing lesions in locations that are difficult 
to focus on, such as between fingers or inside an ear, fit 
the small-diameter adapter to the camera to take the 
shot. The angle of view is 6mm.

This adapter makes it possible to mount DERMOCAMERA 
to the eyepiece of a microscope. It can be mounted to 
eyepieces with an inner diameter of either 23.2mm or 
30.0mm. The user can take pathological images observed 
through a microscope and can also use an HDMI cable to 
display images on an external monitor.

■3D adapter
This adapter holds the camera lens about 2mm away from 
the surface of the skin so it can be photographed without 
the lens pressing against a swollen lesion. The 3D adapter 
also facilitates the use of DERMO AIF (All In Focus) mode.

DERMO AIF (All In Focus):
In this mode, the camera shoots multiple images with differing focal 
points and merges them into a single image that is in focus over a wide range. 
This is a good mode for photographing lesions that have a rough surface.

3D adapter

Easy-to-use 
LCD 

touch panel

3 4
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DERMOCAMERA photos and videos can be easily 
managed on a personal computer using the 
D’z IMAGE Viewer application software. 
Magnifying and converting images is made simple.

D’z IMAGE Viewer facilitates more 
efficient management and viewing 
of images via computer

The software can be downloaded for free at Casio D’z IMAGE store.

https://dz-image-store.casio.jp/en/dl/
Operating system requirements: Windows® 10 (64bit)

Data transfer when Wi-Fi is not available

Data transfer in a Wi-Fi environment

Transfer data directly to a computer via Wi-Fi

● Auto Transfer: Data is automatically transferred each time a photo is shot using DERMOCAMERA (DZ-D100).
● Bulk transfer: [Image Import] button initiates a bulk data transfer.

Transfer data by connecting DERMOCAMERA to a computer 
via a Wi-Fi router

■AP mode ■STATION mode

■Using USB cable ■Using an SD memory card

Users can inspect images from DERMOCAMERA in great detail.
■Displaying images

Images can be individually 
tagged with such information 
as “name of disease,” 

“location,” “size,” etc.

■Tagging images

Multiple selected 
images can be 
displayed on a 
single screen to 
allow a time-series 
comparison of 
different shots of 
the same lesion or 
comparison of 
similar lesions.

Information on 
lesions can be 
printed out and 
shared with other 
doctors to seek 
their views.

■Displaying multiple images ■Printing images

Images can be converted to bring lesion structure clearly into view or to highlight blood vessels.
■Converting images

■Data transfer method

D’z IMAGE Viewer automatically sorts 
images tagged with patient IDs.

■Automatic sorting by patient ID

Images sorted 
by patient ID

Data transfer method

● Import function enables the user to import data from a designated location (drive or folder).Data transfer method

Free downloads

Images can be searched by 
“name of disease,” “name of patient,” 
“age,” “gender” and other criteria.

■Searching images
Images can be stripped of patient IDs and 
other personal information and output to 
any designated folder. Such de-identified 
images can be safely placed into academic 
papers, etc.

■Outputting images

Original image

*The purpose of image 
  conversion functions is to 
  facilitate the clear viewing of lesions. 
  They are not diagnostic tools.

Image highlighting 
the structure of a lesion

Image highlighting 
blood vessels

Fluorescent shot 
highlighting blood vessels

Image scaled to 1:1

Magnify a lesion to get a closer look. Display a scale to get a rough idea 
of the size of a lesion.

Use a measuring function to measure 
the length and breadth of a lesion. 
Measurement data can be saved.

Getting a detailed look at images

Connecting to a computer for data transfer

5 6
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■Accessories
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AC adapter for camera charging
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Small-diameter & 3D adapter set
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Microscope adapter
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AC adapter for DZ-D100
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Lithium-ion battery

●The liquid crystal panel of the monitor screen uses high-precision technology that provides a pixel yield in excess of 
99.99%. This means that only a very tiny number of pixels may not light or may remain lit at all times. This is due to the 
characteristics of the liquid crystal panel, and does not indicate malfunction.  ●Walk-in repair service not available.  ●
Operation check data storage: 16GB SDHC memory card (SanDisk) ●The SD logo is a trademark of SD-3C, LLC. ●Windows 
10 is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the US and other countries. ●HDMI is a trademark or 
registered trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC. ●Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance. ●All other company and 
product names are registered trademarks or trademarks of the respective companies. ●All specifications, prices, and 
designs mentioned herein are subject to change without notice. Colors as shown here may differ from the color of the 
actual product. ●All screens are computer-generated images. ●All photos, including sample images, are provided for 
illustration purposes only.  ●The information in this catalog is current as of November 2019.
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5184×3888　Approx. 20.16 megapixels

1/2.3-inch CMOS (back-illuminated type)

5352×3950　Approx. 21.14 megapixels
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9 elements in 6 groups

F3.33
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53.5mm (single-focus lens with filter switching unit)
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NORMAL mode: Auto
Close-up (DERMO) photography: Fixed

Wi-Fi / micro USB cable / SD memory card

Compliant standard: IEEE 802.11b/g/n, range of frequencies used: 
1‒13 ch, encryption method: WPA2

3.0 TFT color LCD, 720×480 pixels, 1,036,800 dots (RGB)
Capacitance touch panel
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Approx. 175 shots

Approx. 45 mins. (during continuous shooting)

127.5 (W) × 76.0 (H) × 86.1 (D) mm
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Lithium-ion battery (DNP-100M), 
AC adapter for camera charging (AD-M50300A), lens cap, 

lens removal tool, Quick Start Guide, and enclosed documents
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